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How to Write Press Releases  
that Get Media Attention 

Written by: Women’s Enterprise Centre 

How do you get the press to sit up and take notice of you instead of your competitors? 

The real "trick" to getting media attention is to pique the editor's interest in your MESSAGE. In other 
words, make the person who receives your release think, "Here is something that will INTEREST my 
READERS." 

What interests editors and their readers? Your release should contain actual "news" about yourself, 
your products or services, your company, or personnel in your company. Information that qualifies as 
news (depending on the publications to which you are submitting your release) include, but are not 
limited to, announcements about: 

• The release of a new product 

• Launch of a new service 

• Opening of a new store 

• Awards you or your company have won 

• "Firsts" (e.g., first to offer a particular service or product in your area, first product to solve a 
common, but previously unsolvable problem) 

• Contests your company is sponsoring 

• Winners in of a contest you've sponsored 

• Free seminars you are offering 

• Free booklets you are offering 

• Results or a survey your company has conducted 

• How you or your company helped solve a community problem 

• Opening of a new business 

• New, unusual uses of an old product 

• Donations you've made to a non-profit group 
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WRITING THE RELEASE 

Just announcing your news isn't enough. The launch of your new service may be news to you, but to a 
reporter or editor who has to read hundreds of releases about new products and services, it's not likely 
to be interesting.  

Suppose you've just opened a resume service and as part of the launch you've decided to give away a 
two-page tip sheet on how to cope with a layoff. You won't drum up much interest if your headline 
reads “Sally Smith Opens Resume Service” and the first paragraph of your release starts out like this: 

Today Sally Smith opened “Resumes to Go,” a resume writing service located at 123 Main St., 
Anytown, BC. As part of the opening, Smith will be offering a tip sheet to help downsized 
workers...  

You're more likely to get interest and get a story written about you by changing your headline and first 
paragraph to focus on the tip sheet you are giving away. 

For instance the headline might read: 

Is There Life after Layoff? 
Resume Service Offers Tip Sheet for Downsized Workers 

The opening paragraphs might read: 

The unthinkable has happened. Your company downsized and decided that you were no longer 
needed. How can you cope? What should you do first? That's the subject of Getting Back on 
Track, a tip sheet for downsized workers being offered by Resumes to Go, a new resume service 
located in Anytown, BC. The tip sheet outlines five common job-hunting mistakes made by 
downsized workers, and tells how to overcome them. 

Before you start writing the release, choose the angle (what's interesting about your news) to use. If you 
will be sending your release to various media (local newspapers, large metro newspaper, TV stations, 
trade magazines, etc.) you may have to use different angles for the different media.  

For instance if you have just published a new book on how to get your family to share the housework, 
you'd get the attention of local newspaper editors with a news angle. But if you were sending a release 
about the same book to editors of national publications, you would stress the solution your book 
provides to a common problem: how working parents can keep the house clean and neat without hiring 
a cleaning person. 

Gather all the facts and figures you will need to complete the release. Like any news story, the release 
should include the basic information about, who, what, where, when, why and how. In addition, your 
release should contain a release date (notice of when the information may be published); and details of 
who to contact for more information. 
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When you've gathered all your facts together and decided on the angle to use (the fact or slant that will 
interest the editor), write one or two brief headlines that sum up the importance of your angle. These 
should be short but contain enough detail to "hook" the editor and convince him/her there is something 
in the rest of the release that might be worth publishing.  

Explain your angle in the first paragraph of the release. Then use the rest of the release to explain the 
who, what, where, when, why and how, putting the most important information at the beginning of the 
release, and the least important (from a news standpoint) near the end. Flesh out the middle section 
with one or two quotes expressing opinions about the importance of your news. 

 

STILL HAVE QUESTIONS? WE CAN HELP! 

Women's Enterprise Centre is the leading business resource for existing and aspiring BC women 
entrepreneurs. We provide business loans up to $150K, business skills training, personalized business 
advice, mentoring, practical resources and a supportive community to help women business owners 
gain the skills, mindset, financing and networks they need to realize their business potential. 

We offer free business advisory services for entrepreneurs in all stages of business. Plan to succeed 
today with our personalized support. 

Call 1.800.643.7014 or email inquiry@womensenterprise.ca 
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